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Created by: Traci Kann 

Training Type: Intervals of Varying Intensity (Endurance through High-Intensity) 

Total Class Length: 60 minutes 

 

Profile Description 

This ride was inspired by a running workout described in “Runner’s World” 

magazine a few years ago. While the workout in the magazine was designed to 

be done on foot and not on an indoor bike, and while it was presented a bit 

differently than this rides in terms of timing and the total number of intervals, the 

basic concept remains the same. The premise is to experience a range of paces 

from common road race distances, from the marathon to the mile. As the 

simulated race distance decreases, the intensity of the interval increases.  

 

Objective 

The objective of the ride is to work at a range of intensities, from a controlled, 

endurance pace to a very challenging, anaerobic pace through descending 

timed intervals. Riders will take on the mindset of a runner racing distances 

ranging from the marathon to the mile. Each interval is not an attempt to 

recreate the race distance within the given time, but rather a chance to put 

forth the effort required to sustain the desired pace for that distance for a 

prescribed time.  

 

Warm-Up 

Song 1: Fade Into Darkness – Vocal Radio Mix, Aviccii, 6:10 

 

As riders warm the muscles of the legs and begin to build into a work mentality, 

describe the Ladder Stepdowns profile to them. Explain that on our indoor bikes, 

we are often “pretending” to do something…ride up a mountain, race in a 

renowned race like the Tour de France, or take on a single-track mountain bike 

trail. Today we are going to stretch ourselves just a bit more by taking on the 

mindset of a runner. Runners (and cyclists for that matter) will adjust their training 

and race pace depending on the length of the event in which they are 

competing. Long events like a marathon require more conservative efforts, while 

shorter distances like the 5K or the mile allow for some heavy duty exertion.  

 

Explain that while we are not going to pretend to be running today, we are 

going to think like runners in terms of our effort. We are not going to imagine 

ourselves as elites, whose paces are so ridiculously fast across the distances that 

it is difficult to relate. Nor are we going to think of ourselves as newbies or “just 
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for fun” runners who are not concerned much with pace. We are going to 

picture ourselves as competitive recreational athletes, with moderate talent and 

great dedication and drive. Our paces are limited compared to an elite, but we 

are focused and ready to work for our goals.  

 

Song 2 – Ready to Go – Republica, 5:01 

 

Continue to warm up by coming out of the saddle into standing flat periodically 

to stretch the legs and build the heart rate slightly. Encourage riders to begin to 

get their heads in the game so to speak, preparing for the workout ahead. 

 

Interval 1:  Marathon Pace 

Song 3: Silence- DJ Tiesto’s in Search of Sunrise Remix  - Sarah Maclachlan, 11:34 

Seated Flat – just under 12 minutes, RPE 3-4 

 

The marathon, 26.2 miles, is primarily a function of endurance. The sheer 

distance of the marathon will inflict pain regardless of the pace. The mind and 

the body need to be prepared for several hours of effort. The average 

marathon time in recent years is somewhere around four and a half hours, so 

pace needs to be conservative, even for more experienced and talented 

runners who may take nearly three hours (still a long time to be moving!)  

 

This is a long interval. Effort is above the warm up pace, but needs to be 

sustainable for nearly twelve minutes. Encourage riders to stay in the saddle on a 

solid flat road for as much of the interval as they can, coming out to stretch the 

legs or take a quick posture break, but being mindful of keeping the effort even 

and smooth.  

 

Song 4: I Won’t Back Down – Johnny Cash. 2:08 

 

Recovery. Riders should lighten their road slightly. Heart rates should drop fairly 

quickly since the intensity of this interval was moderate. 

 

Interval 2:  Half Marathon Pace 

Song 5– Blood is Pumping (Original 12”) - Voodoo and Serano, 7:44 

Seated Flat/Standing Flat – just under 8 minutes, RPE 4-5 

 

The half marathon is still primarily an endurance event, although runners can 

begin to challenge themselves with a stronger pace as we have lost half of the 

distance, coming down to 13.1 miles. Two hours is not an uncommon time for a 

committed recreational athlete to run, so the body continues to need to be 

able to work for an extended period, but not quite so conservatively. 
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We are dropping four minutes off of the first interval, but eight minutes may still 

be daunting to some riders. We will begin to break up the time a bit by shifting 

position every few minutes, keeping the breath controlled but more noticeable 

than the first  

interval. Come out of the saddle into standing flat every third minute, trying to 

keep the effort level constant even as the position changes. 

 

Song 6 – Big Me – Foo Fighters, 2:13 

 

Recovery on a seated flat.  Riders can sit up to open up the chest a bit more 

and create a more open airflow.  

 

Interval 3:  10K Pace 

Song 7 -  Roadhouse Blues by Crystal Method vs. The Doors, 4:57 

Seated Climb – 5 minutes RPE 6 

 

The amount of time it takes for an average runner to complete a 10k will be 

more relatable to the non-running riders in the group, as we are now looking at 

an hour or less of effort,  which is likely similar to the classes they take. The 10k is 

6.2 miles, and the body can generally work at about 2.5 pecent faster than 

lactate threshold pace when racing this distance.  

 

Have riders get on a moderate to moderately heavy road. They will maintain a 

seated climb for this interval. Encourage them to work at a pace that feels hard. 

They should notice their breath working harder and their legs feeling a bit more 

fatigue and strain.  

 

Song 8 – Boys Don’t Cry – The Cure, 2:37 

Recovery on a seated flat. Take in water and focus on bringing the breath down 

by inhaling slowly through the nose and exhaling slowly out the mouth. 

 

Interval 4:  5K Pace 

Song 9 –  Crowd Chant, joe Satriani, 3:15 

Standing Climb – 3 minutes,  RPE 7 

 

The 5k (3.1 miles) is likely the most popular distance in road racing. Because 

many runners are able to complete the distance in 20-30 minutes, they are able 

to push themselves out of their comfort zones, knowing that the effort won’t last 

all that long. 

 

Have riders create a hill that is moderately heavy to heavy. Once they feel as 

though they’ve added enough resistance, have them come out to standing 

climb and adjust the road if necessary. 
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Encourage riders to begin to feel the breath becoming uncomfortable. They 

should not be panting, but they may feel the need to breathe through their 

mouth more than they did in prior intervals. Legs should also notice the 

increased workload. 

 

Song  10 – Never Gonna Leave This Bed – Acoustic – Maroon 5, 3;23 

 

Recovery on a seated flat. Lighten up the road and relax the breath. Tell them 

to concentrate on their breath pattern, forcing it to drop to a more comfortable 

rate. Recovery time is a bit longer here since the effort was higher. 

  

Set 5:  1 Mile Pace 

Song 11 – The Saints Are Coming – U2, 3:22 

Seated Climb – 1 minute build, 1 minute RPE 9, 1 minute backing down 

 

The mile race is pure speed. It is a lung-burning, leg-searing effort that is painful 

yet over nearly as quickly as it started. Racers must never let their guard down, 

never back down, or they can be beaten in the blink of an eye. The type of 

runner we are imagining ourselves to be may be done in five to seven minutes.  

 

Coach riders to build a large heavy hill.  Take some time during the first minute of 

the song to load the resistance as we can often handle a bit more once settling 

in on a particular road. Once the desired road is reached, have riders stand on 

the hill to overcome the resistance a bit. As they settle into a strong rhythm, ask 

them to sit back (bringing their hands back with them) and continue to pedal 

powerfully. This is similar to a sprint in Spinning, but the time of the interval is a bit 

longer than the recommended sprint so adjustments to pace should be made. 

Remind riders that this is not 100 meter pace, not an all-out sprint….just their best 

effort for a minute. 

 

The pace should be the fastest riders can hold for a minute. They should feel 

their mouths opening to grab air and should sense discomfort in the breath and 

in the legs. This is a strong, hard effort.  Back off after one minute and ride easy 

for the remainder of the song. 

 

Cooldown and Stretch 

Song 12 – Flake, Jack Johnson, 4:44 

Song 13 -  Falling Slowly, Glen Hansard and Marketa Irglova, 4:04 

 

Have riders pedal easily on a seated flat for several minutes, allowing the breath 

to lighten and the legs to loosen.  Stretch and congratulate them on a job well-

done! 
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Ladder Stepdowns 

Quick Profile 

 
Created by: Traci Kann 

Training Type: Intervals of Varying Intensity (Endurance through High-Intensity) 

Total Class Length: 60 minutes 

 

Warm-up:  11 minutes 

Start with a long warm up to prepare for the intervals to come. During the last 

five minutes, begin to come out of the saddle into standing flat for a few short 

segments to increase the heart rate and stretch out the legs. 

 

Marathon Pace Interval: <14 minutes 

Seated flat for just under 12 minutes, working at a comfortable endurance pace 

(RPE 3-4), followed by a two minute recovery to back the heart rate down just a 

little bit. 

 

Half Marathon Pace: 10 minutes 

Seated flat with a bit more resistance than the previous interval, coming out of 

the saddle into standing flat every third minute to create a more moderate 

intensity level (RPE 4-5). Just over two minutes of recovery follows this effort. 

 

10K Pace: <8 minutes 

Seated climb on a moderate hill at a pace that is moderately hard (RPE 6) for 5 

minutes, followed by just under three minutes of recovery. 

 

5K Pace: <7 minutes 

Standing climb on a moderately heavy hill at a challenging pace (RPE 7) for just 

over 3 minutes, followed by nearly three and a half minutes of recovery. 

 

Mile Pace: 3 minutes 

Build a heavy hill for the first minute, followed by one minute at a very hard effort 

(RPE 8-9) in seated climb position. Spend the final minute+ of the song backing 

off the hill and riding easy before entering the cooldown. 

 

Cooldown and Stretch: 8 minutes 
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Playlist 

 
Fade Into Darkness – Vocal Radio Mix, 6:10 

Ready to Go – Republica, 5:01 

Silence – DJ Tiesto’s in Search of Sunrise Remix, 11:34 

I Won’t Back Down – Johnny Cash, 2:08 

Blood is Pumping (Original 12”) – Voodoo and Serano, 7:44 

Big Me – Foo Fighters, 2:13 

Roadhouse Blues – The Doors vs. The Crystal Method, 4:57 

Boys Don’t Cry – The Cure, 2:37 

Crowd Chant – Joe Satriani, 3:15 

Never Gonna Leave This Bed – Acoustic – Maroon 5, 3:23 

The Saints Are Coming – U2, 3:22 

Flake – Jack Johnson, 4:44 

Falling Slowly – Glen Hansard and Marketa Irglova, 4:04 
 


